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2020 U-Multirank Ranking: IMT Schools Honored  

 
Institut Mines-Télécom schools feature prominently in the 2020 edition of U-Multirank, 
with two schools in particular topping the list. This independent, multidimensional, 
international ranking initiated by the European Commission evaluates five major 
criteria:  "Teaching and learning", "Research", "International orientation", "Knowledge 
transfer" and "Regional engagement". IMT has earned top rankings in this 7th edition, 
a testament to its commitment to international engagement and student mobility.   
 
Most of the IMT schools took part in the European U-Multirank project to rank higher education 
institutions. For the 2020 rankings, 1,800 institutions from 92 countries responded to the call. In 
France, 52 institutions participated.  
 
At the national level, IMT Schools stand out for their level of performance across all key 
indicators. Télécom Paris and IMT Atlantique are ranked in the top three institutions with a high 
number of A scores, corresponding to a "very good" level.  
 

Télécom Paris 

Télécom Paris is the number-one-ranked institution with a total of 18 A scores, two points higher than 

in 2019. The school especially stands out in the "Knowledge transfer" and "International orientation" 

categories.  

IMT Atlantique  

IMT Atlantique is ranked third with a total of 16 A scores (compared to 14 in 2019) and earned high 

scores for "Knowledge transfer," with 7 A scores out of 9 criteria.  

Télécom SudParis 

Télécom SudParis is ranked 6
th
 with 13 A scores. It especially stands out in the "Regional 

engagement" category. The school is ranked in the top 10 for the "Graduating on time" criteria 
(average time to obtain a degree, in relation to the official duration of the program) and in the top 15 
for joint international publications.  

Eurecom 

Eurecom is ranked 16
th 

with 12 A scores. It is ranked in the top ten French institutions in the Top 25 
list, coming in 3

rd
 in two subcategories: "Student mobility" and "Co-publications with industrial 

partners."  

IMT Mines Alès 

IMT Mines Alès received A scores for all of the "Teaching and learning" criteria and is ranked in the 

top 5 French institutions for this category.   

 



IMT Mines Albi 

IMT Mines Albi is ranked 10
th
 among French institutions and 52

nd
 out of 1,070 European universities 

for its number of A scores. The school has obtained the maximal score 12 times for the following 
indicators: "Teaching and learning", "Research", "Knowledge transfer", and "International Orientation".   

 

About IMT www.imt.fr  
Institut Mines-Télécom is a French public higher education institution under the aegis of the Ministry 
for the Economy, Industry and Digital Sector. It includes 8 engineering schools, 2 subsidiary schools 
and a network of strategic affiliated partners. Its activities in the fields of engineering and digital 
technology contribute to training engineers and managers, developing research partnerships, 
promoting innovation and supporting economic development. Always attentive to the economic world, 
IMT combines strong academic and scientific legitimacy, close corporate relations and strategic 
positioning in the key transformations of the 21st century: digital technology, industry, energy and 
ecology, and education. IMT is a founding member of the Alliance for the Industry of the Future and 
co-founder of the Franco-German Academy for the Industry of the Future with Technische Universität 
München (TUM). It is recognized by 2 Carnot Institute certifications for the quality of its partner-based 
research. Each year, IMT trains over 1,200 students, concludes nearly 70 million research contracts, 
and hosts some 100 start-ups in its incubators. 
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